High-pressure Raman study of debundled single-walled carbon nanotubes.
We report the pressure dependence for the radial (omega R) and tangential (omega T) band frequencies in debundled single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) derived from laser-synthesized SWNT bundles. As previously described, a chemical procedure was used to prepare debundled SWNTs from as-prepared, large SWNT bundles. The normalized pressure coefficient for omega R in the debundled sample was compared with the corresponding value in the bundled sample to quantify the strength of van der Waals interactions between tubes in these nanotube materials. Furthermore, the pressure dependences for the radial (omega R) and tangential (omega T) band frequencies in debundled tubes were also compared with corresponding dependences predicted for isolated SWNTs, obtained with generalized tight binding molecular dynamic (GTBMD) simulations described in our previous work. The results presented here collectively suggest that the van der Waals interaction is still strong in the debundled sample studied here, which contained predominantly small bundles of SWNTs rather than isolated tubes.